M ED I C A L B ILL C LIN I C

Synergy’s Medical
Bill Clinic

FULL SERVICE NEGOTIATION

Don’t pay full billed charges on hospital liens or

in-class, fully outsourced hospital lien negotiation

provider LOPs. Less than 5% of the patient population

services. SMBC’s highly experienced negotiators

pays full billed charges; why should your clients be

are committed to ensuring your clients don’t pay

among them? Why should your clients pay more

more than the reasonable value of the medical

than the reasonable value of the care they received?

care they received. Through Synergy’s proprietary

At Synergy’s Medical Bill Clinic (“SMBC”), we are

analytics and our relationships, reputation and

committed to ensuring that injured plaintiffs don’t

experience in negotiating medical care nationally,

pay more than a reasonable amount.

our hands-free hospital and provider lien resolution

SMBC’s invaluable data analysis and methodology
is now also available in combination with our best-

services guarantee your clients’ liens are released

SMBC HOSPITAL AND
PROVIDER BILL REPORTS

at an acceptable discount, or there’s no charge. Let
Synergy show you why SMBC is the best way to add
value to your clients’ cases while saving your firm

Knowledge is power. The law is settled in nearly

valuable time and resources lost to post-settlement

every jurisdiction that medical providers and

lien disputes.

hospitals are entitled only to a “reasonable amount.”
So, negotiating the deepest possible discounts for
your clients is impossible without knowing that
reasonable amount. And knowing the reasonable
value of medical care is impossible without
knowing the cost of rendering that care, and other
relevant data. Through SMBC, Synergy now provides
detailed Reports on hospital and other medical care,
analyzing your clients’ complicated, coded bills and
estimating the reasonable value of the care they
received, so you can effectively and efficiently resolve
their liens. Billed on a small percentage of savings
basis, our Reports are always a savings, never an
expense – if our Reports don’t result in additional
savings, they’re free.
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See how we can help
Call (877) 242-0022

ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES ATTORNEY FEE DEFERRAL LIEN RESOLUTION
MEDICARE SET-ASIDES SETTLEMENT CONSULTING TRUST SERVICES
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